With LOGIX Learn to Speak English you'll Learn English as easily as you Learned your first Language. We guarantee that you'll be Speaking and thinking in your new Language right from the start.

Level 1
I am learning the:
- Language Essentials
- Pronunciation
- Basic Words

Level 2
I can travel and manage basic business and social skills.

Level 3
ADVANCE
I can make Business and Academic presentations and write and read effectively.

Either you are a student or a professional, looking to improve your career prospects, or just want to improve your English skills, LOGIX can help you by eliminating your hesitation, minimizing reluctance and developing confidence.

THE UNIQUE COMPONENTS OF THE COURSE
- Pretest
- Phonetics
- Cultural Movies
- Grammar
- Dialogues
- Picture Descriptions
- Talking Dictionary
- Travel Documents

LOGIX COLLEGE
Club Road, Shama Chowk, Sargodha
Ph: (048) 3220901, 3220903
Website: www.logix.edu.pk